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1 Introduction

Probabilistic methods, based on Monte Carlo simulations, are not used very
frequently in low dimension, because of their poor performance. They could be
used, however, to obtain the solution to boundary-value problems for certain
partial differential equations (PDEs) at few points internal to the domain. This
is possible, in contrast with other more traditional (deterministic) methods,
which require solving globally the PDE problem on the entire domain. They
can also be used in case the domain is complex, and/or in high dimensions.

In [1,2], linear two-dimensional boundary-value problems for elliptic PDEs,
were solved exploiting the probabilistic representation of solutions. This ap-
proach was coupled to a domain decomposition (DD) strategy [16,32], con-
sisting of first obtaining only very few values of the solution, at some points
internal to the domain, and then interpolating on such points, thus obtaining
continuous approximations of the sought solution on suitable interfaces. At
that stage, full decoupling in arbitrarily many subdomains is possible, since
interfacial values can be used as boundary values on the boundaries of the
various subdomains. This fact represents a definitely more advantageous cir-
cumstance, compared to what happens in any other existing deterministic
domain decomposition methods. We called our method “probabilistic domain
decomposition method” (PDD method, for short).

In [5], we extended such method to treat nonlinear parabolic one-dimensional
problems. In this paper, we generalize these results to deal with arbitrary
space dimensions. For linear parabolic problems, a probabilistic representation
is known to exist (the Feynman-Kac formula), as it happens for linear elliptic
problems. Probabilistic representations for the solution to certain nonlinear

PDE problems, generally speaking, are less known. A key feature of some of
such representations is that they require generating suitable “random trees”,
whose “realizations” (or “paths”) can be thought of as the generalization of
the paths of stochastic processes on which averages are computed in the linear
cases.

We should recall here the seminal work by H.P. McKean [30], where a proba-
bilistic representation was derived for the solution to the nonlinear parabolic
equation known as the Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov equation (KPP, for
short). Other important achievements concerning probabilistic representations
of solutions to nonlinear PDEs appeared in [28] for the Fourier transformed
Navier-Stokes equations. Subsequent theoretical advances have been accom-
plished recently, aiming to generalize the results of [28] to other nonlinear
PDEs of interest to Physics and Engineering [39]. In [19,37], a theoretical
investigation on kinetic equations of the Vlasov-Poisson type has been ac-
complished and preliminary numerical simulations conducted, showing the
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computational feasibility of this approach.

It is worth pointing out that in more general problems, the probabilistic de-
scription in terms of random trees may be no longer valid, and it is necessary
to resort to more complex stochastic processes. Indeed, a probabilistic repre-
sentation of the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations in R3 has been derived
by means of tree-indexed random trees [31].

Finally, in [33], a linear one-dimensional diffusion equation as well as the one-
dimensional viscous Burger’s equation have been solved numerically by means
of convenient random walks and branching random walks, respectively. The
results were then improved by a Picard iteration scheme.

While all of this can be exploited to obtain the solution at some points, inter-
nal to the space-time domain, we emphasize the possibility of using parallel
computers in a very efficient way. This can be done, as in [1,2], i.e., using the
few computed values only as nodes on which one can interpolate, thus obtain-
ing approximations for the interfacial values, and then fully decoupling into
independent subproblems. As an aside, the method is capable of exploiting
massively parallel architectures. Indeed, not only the Monte Carlo approach
can be trivially but effectively parallelized, but also the so-obtained decom-
position in subdomains can exploit parallel architectures. Moreover, the inter-
mediate step of interpolation can also be carried out independently on each
interface. Hence, there are three sources of parallelism, so to say, though these
three stages are separated sequentially. Ultimately, parallel codes with ex-
tremely low communication overhead among processors can be developed. In
closing we stress that this method is characterized by some of the most de-
sirable properties for effectively exploiting high performance supercomputers
[4], equipped with hundreds of thousands or millions of processors, such as
arbitrary scalability and fault tolerance [3,20].

The three sources of parallelization are: (1) the Monte Carlo generation of
internal node functional values (even each single tree can be runned on an
independent processor), (2) the interpolation part (the interpolation on each
interface can be accomplished independently), and (3) the domain decomposi-
tion solution (that can be assigned to independent local solver, using as many
processors). Moreover, each of such three stages enjoys a natural fault tolerant
property: (1) if a few processors fail in the Monte Carlo simulations, it will
be enough to ignore the results from them. Hence, at a price of a small addi-
tional errors, the algorithm will still provide meaningful results. (2) Failure of
processors computing interpolating values of the solution on some interfaces
may only imply to neglect, temporarily, the solution on those subdomains
having such interfaces as part of their boundary. (3) Failure of processors re-
sponsible for the numerical solution on some sub-domains, finally, can also
be temporarily neglected, while the solution computed by the local solvers
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on the remaining sub-domains will be computed correctly. Note that on the
interfaces and on the sub-domains where the processors failed, the solution
can be computed running again the algorithm.

Here is the plan of the paper. In Section 2, some general mathematical prelim-
inaries are recalled, while in Section 3 the algorithm is described. The com-
plexity inherent to the probabilistic part of the algorithm as well as various
sources of numerical errors are discussed there. In Section 4, a strategy to im-
prove the computational complexity of the algorithm by pruning the random
trees is investigated. Numerical examples for nonlinear two-dimensional PDEs,
among which the KPP equation, are given in Section 5. The performance of
the PDD method is also assessed comparing our results with those obtained
by competitive parallel numerical codes, broadly used in the high-performance
scientific community. In a short section at the end, the high points of the paper
are summarized.

2 Mathematical preliminaries

A variety of phenomena pertaining to Engineering, Physics, and other Sci-
ences, are governed by diffusion equations. The relations between macroscopic
diffusion and the mean statistical effect of the microscopic random (Brown-
ian) motion of molecules goes back, among the others, to A. Einstein and M.
Smoluchowski. A connection between “stochastic differential equations”, that
can be thought as ordinary differential equations driven by a certain kind of
random noise (Langevin equations), and partial differential equations, was es-
tablished. Inspired by R. Feynman’s “path integrals” in quantum physics, M.
Kac realized that a similar formulation could be applied to obtain a represen-
tation of the solution to the heat equation and to other diffusive (parabolic)
linear partial differential equations. This lead to the so-called Feynman-Kac
formula. Let u(x, t) be a bounded function satisfying the Cauchy problem for
the linear parabolic partial differential equation,

∂u

∂t
= Lu − c(x, t)u, u(x, 0) = f(x), (1)

where x ∈ Rn, L is a linear elliptic operator, say L := aij(x, t)∂i∂j + bi(x, t)∂i

(using the summation convention), with continuous bounded coefficients, c(x, t)
≥ 0 continuous bounded, continuous initial condition, f(x). The probabilistic
representation of the solution u to Eq. (1) is given through the Feynman-Kac
formula

u(x, t) = E
[

f(β(t)) e−
∫ t

0
c(β(s),t−s) ds

]

, (2)
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see [18,26], e.g., where β(·) is the n-dimensional stochastic process starting at
(x, 0), associated to the operator L, and the expected values are taken with
respect to the corresponding measure. When L is the n-dimensional Laplace
operator, β(·) reduces to the standard n-dimensional Brownian motion, and
the measure reduces to the Gaussian measure. In general, the stochastic pro-
cess β(·) is the solution of a system of stochastic differential equations (SDEs)
of the Ito type, related to the elliptic operator in (1),

dβ = b(x, t) dt + σ(x, t) dW(t). (3)

Here W(t) represents the n-dimensional standard Brownian motion (or Wiener
process); see [26,10], e.g., for generalities, and [27] for related numerical treat-
ments. As is known, the solution to (3) is a n-dimensional stochastic process,
β(t, ω), where ω, usually not indicated explicitly in probability theory, de-
notes the “chance variable”, which ranges on an underlying abstract probabil-
ity space. The drift vector, b, and the diffusion matrix, σ, in (3), are related
to the coefficients of the elliptic operator in (1) by b = (b1, . . . , bn)T , and
σσT = a, with σ = {σij}i,j=1,...,n, a = {aij}i,j=1,...,n.

The representation in Eq. (2) can be generalized to deal with problems on
bounded domains, say Ω ⊂ Rn, where given boundary data u(x, t)|x∈∂Ω =
g(x, t) of the Dirichlet type are prescribed. Thus, the following representation
holds, for the solution of the problem, being now continuous and bounded on
Ω × [0, T ],

u(x, t) = E
[

f(β(t)) e−
∫ t

0
c(β(s),t−s) ds 1[τ∂Ω>t]

]

+E
[

g(β(τ∂Ω), t − τ∂Ω) e−
∫ τ∂Ω

0
c(β(s),t−s) ds 1[τ∂Ω<t]

]

. (4)

Here τ∂Ω denotes the first exit (or hitting) time of the path β(·), started at
(x, t), when ∂Ω is crossed, and 1[τ>t] is the characteristic function, which takes
the value 1 or 0, depending whether τ∂Ω is or is not greater than t.

The solution to the linear inhomogeneous problem

∂u

∂t
= Lu − c(x, t)u + F (x, t), (5)

where F (x, t) is a bounded continuous function of x and t, can also be repre-
sented probabilistically, using the related Green function, which, in turn, can
be represented as above, being the solution to the associated homogeneous
problem, see [5], e.g.
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A probabilistic representation does exist also for nonlinear parabolic equations.
In [30], H.P. McKean derived the representation

u(x, t) = E[
k(ω)
∏

i=1

f(xi(t, ω))], (6)

for the one-dimensional KPP equation

ut = uxx + u(u − 1), −∞ < x < +∞, t > 0, (7)

subject to the initial value u(x, 0) = f(x), for −∞ < x < +∞; see also [18].
Here k(ω) is the random number of branches, and xi(t, ω) is the position of
the ith stochastic process surviving at time t. A similar representation, how-
ever, can be derived for more general nonlinear as well as higher-dimensional
parabolic equation problems, such as

∂u

∂t
= Lu − cu +

m
∑

i=2

αiu
i, (8)

where m ≥ 2 is an integer, αi ≥ 0,
∑m

i=2 αi = 1, and c is a positive constant.
Note that the PDEs in (8) include, in particular, KPP equations in any di-
mensions. With respect to the latter, we can handle also nonlinear PDEs with
variable coefficients and drift terms. A representation like that in (6) is based
on the generation of branching diffusion processes associated to the elliptic
operator in Eq. (1) and governed by an exponential random time, S, with
probability density p(S) = c exp(−cS).

In [5], the representation obtained by McKean in [30] was illustrated consid-
ering the one-dimensional equation ut = Lu − cu + u2, with u(x, 0) = f(x)
prescribed, in the form

u(x, t) = E[f(β(t))1[S0>t]]

+
1

c
E[f(β(t − S0))1[S1>t−S0]f(β(t − S0))1[S2>t−S0]1[S0<t]

+
1

c2
E[f(β(t − S0))1[S1>t−S0]f(β(t − S0 − S2))1[S3>t−S0−S2]

×f(β(t − S0 − S2))1[S4>t−S0−S2]1[S2<t−S0]1[S0<t] + · · · , (9)

where S0, S1, S2, . . . , Si, . . . are independently generated random times, picked
up from the exponential probability density p(S) = c exp(−c S). Note that in
Eq. (9) each term contributes partially to the full solution.

A picture of such method, using branching stochastic processes, can be given as
follows: a sufficiently high number of random exponentially distributed times,
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Si, is first generated, so that their sum is less than or equal to the final time,
t. For every random time, the given stochastic process solution of (3) is split
into as many branches as those corresponding to the power of the nonlinearity.
They start from the point where the previous stochastic process was at time
Si, and continue along independent paths until the next occurrence, Si+1,
takes place. Whenever one of these possible branches reaches the final time, t,
the initial value, f , is evaluated at the position where the stochastic process
was located. The solution is finally reconstructed multiplying all contributions
coming from each branch. For the purpose of illustration, in Fig. 1 a 2D picture
is shown, correspondingly to only two branches. Note that every branching
process can be seen as a random tree with the space point x as its root.
Therefore, in the probabilistic representation of solutions to nonlinear PDEs,
a random tree plays a similar role as a single random path does in the linear
case.

In case of a boundary value problem, with the boundary data u(x, t)|x∈∂Ω =
g(x, t), a similar representation holds, i.e.,

u(x, t) = E





k(ω)
∏

i=1

{

f(xi(t, ω))1[t<τ∂Ωi
] + g(βi(τ∂Ωi

), t − τ∂Ωi
)1[t>τ∂Ωi

]

}



 ,(10)

where τ∂Ωi
is again the first exit time of the stochastic process βi(·).

Fig. 1. A picture illustrating a typical branching process in 2D. The random tree
starts at (x, y, 0), and evolves in time inside the domain Ω. After some random
exponential time, less than the final time, t, the path splits into two independent
paths: one of them reaches the final time, t, while the other one touches upon the
boundary, τ∂Ω being the first exit time out of the domain Ω. Both of them do not
suffer any further splitting.
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3 The numerical method

The algorithm consists of three steps. To illustrate how it works, in Fig. 2 a
sketch was plotted where such steps are shown for a two-dimensional prob-
lem. The first step is computing the solution at a few points by a probabilistic
Monte Carlo-type method based on averaging over certain random trees, see
Eq. (6). This is done on some chosen (either physical or artificial) “inter-
faces”, located inside the space-time domain D := Ω × [0, T ], where Ω ⊂ Rn.
In the following, such interfaces are obtained, for simplicity, partitioning the
domain into subdomains like Di := [xi−1, xi] × Ω0 × [0, T ], being Ω0 ⊂ Rn−1.
For instance, in R2 this corresponds to divide the domain in slices where the
interfaces are parallel to y-axis. Once the solution has been computed, the
second step is interpolating on such points, considered as interpolation nodes,
thus obtaining continuous approximations of interfacial values of the solution.
The third step, finally, consists in computing the solution inside each subdo-
main, which task can be assigned to separate processors. This can be realized
resorting to local solvers, which may use classical numerical methods, such as
finite differences or finite elements methods.

Fig. 2. A sketch illustrating the main steps of the algorithm in 2D: The figure on
the left shows how the domain decomposition is done in practice. The figure on the
right shows the points where the solution is computed probabilistically; these are
used afterwards as nodal points for interpolation.

3.1 Probabilistic part

The purpose of this step is to compute the sought solution at a few single
points, inside the space-time domain. Computing the solution at a high num-
ber of points so to cover a full computational domain is also possible but is
exceedingly expensive, even though this approach could be pursued when the
number of the available processors is extremely high. This can be done assign-
ing the task of computing the solution at a set of points to different processors.
The Monte Carlo method, in fact, is capable of fully exploit massively parallel
architectures, and more, it is scalable to an arbitrary number of processors
and is naturally fault tolerant.
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When the parabolic equations are linear, a given number of random paths
have to be generated, which obey the stochastic differential equation in (3),
and track them until they either touch the boundary for the first time or
reach a prescribed final time, t. The former case occurs in initial-boundary
value problems (e.g., with Dirichlet and/or Neumann boundary conditions),
while the latter case occurs in both a purely initial value problem, and a initial-
boundary value problems. The solution to the equation at a given point, (x, t),
can then be obtained by means of the Feymann-Kac formula in (4) or (2). In
practice, the expected value is replaced by an arithmetic mean, since we must
deal with a finite sample size, N . An alternative strategy to evaluate the
solution was proposed in [33] for initial-boundary problems, which requires
generating a random exponential time, S, obeying the probability density
P (S) = c exp (−cS) for every random path. Then, depending on whether
S < t or not, the given path β(t), contributes or not to the solution. Therefore,
solution is computed as

u(x, t) = E[f(β(t))]. (11)

In practice, the expected value above must be replaced necessarily by a finite
sum, and moreover the stochastic paths are actually simulated resorting to
suitable numerical schemes. Thus, approximately,

u(x, t) =
1

N

N
∑

j=1

f(β∗

j (t)), (12)

where N is the sample size, and β∗ is the stochastic path with discretized
time. Such a discretization procedure unavoidably introduces two sources of
numerical error. The first one is the pure Monte Carlo statistical error, which
it is known to be of order O(1/

√
N) when N goes to infinity. The second

error is due to the fact that the ideal stochastic path, βj(·), has to be approx-
imated, discretizing time, by some numerical scheme yielding the paths β∗

j (·).
The truncation error made in solving numerically the stochastic differential
equation (3), obviously depends on the specific scheme chosen, see [27], e.g.
Among these are the Euler scheme, which was used here to simulate numeri-
cally Eq. (3). Such scheme is well known to have a truncation error of order
O(∆tα), where α = 1/2 or α = 1 depending on whether the scheme being of
the “strong” or “weak” type, respectively [27].

For the case of a boundary-value problems, a new source of numerical error
should be taken into account. In fact, consider, for the purpose of illustration,
the Dirichlet problem for the one-dimensional heat equation, in presence of a
constant sink term, c > 0,
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∂u

∂t
=

∂2u

∂x2
− cu, a < x < b, t > 0

u(a, t) = 0, u(b, t) = 0

u(x, 0) = f(x). (13)

The solution can be computed as

u(x, t) =
1

N

N
∑

j=1

f(β∗

j (t))1[Sj>τΩ]. (14)

In Fig. 3, we sketched the three possible scenarios the random paths β∗

j (t)
can undergo. Note that for the random paths of the type labelled with (3) in
Fig. 3, it is required to evaluate precisely the first exit time out of the boundary.
Such a task is however by far nontrivial, since τ∂Ω, in general, will be estimated
numerically, and hence will be affected by numerical errors. Indeed, numerical
experiments show that the error in estimating it may dominate over the other
sources of numerical errors, and is therefore of paramount importance to assess
accurately such a quantity.

Fig. 3. The three possible patterns a random path may follow for the one-dimen-
sional problem in (13). In (1), the generated exponential random time turns out to
be greater than the final time, T ; in (2), instead, the random time is smaller than
T ; in (3), the first exit time τ∂Ω is smaller than both, the random and the final time.

In practice, the probability that a given approximate path exits the boundary
between two consecutive time steps, is nonzero, and then it is possible that
the true exit time might be overlooked. This circumstance has been pointed
out in several occasions, see, e.g., [35,11,14].
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In [21], it was estimated that the error made in evaluating (11) is of order
O(∆t1/2), being ∆t the time step used in solving numerically the stochastic
differential equation (3) by means of the Euler scheme. To reduce such an
error it becomes crucial to evaluate accurately the first exit time, adopting
suitable numerical strategies. Among the various possibilities considered in the
literature, we chose to implement that proposed in [29] for one-dimensional
problems, which is based on a theoretical approximation of the exit probability.
To solve two-dimensional problems on the square, as we did in this paper, the
value of the exit probability on Ω has been taken as the maximum among
the four hitting probabilities that a trajectory first exits the four possible
boundary-sides. This consists of an approximation of the true two-dimensional
exit probability, but it suffices in order to achieve a numerical error now well
below the statistical error.

3.1.1 Computational complexity for the nonlinear problem

In [5], the computational time required by the probabilistic part of the algo-
rithm, when solving an initial value problem for a nonlinear one-dimensional
PDE, has been estimated. More precisely, it was assumed that N random
trees, initially located at (x, 0), were generated and followed until they reached
a prescribed final time, t. The same can be done for higher-dimensional PDEs
when the solution at a single point, say (x, t), can be evaluated generating
N random trees, starting at (x, 0), until they reach a prescribed final time.
As in the one-dimensional case, the random tree associated to the nonlinear
term um requires creating m branches every time a “splitting event” occurs,
and this according to an exponential distribution. The latter is due to and
governed by the linear term, −c u.

The computational time can be measured in terms of the number of iterations
in time required to fully generate a random tree with k branches surviving at
the final time, t. Note that for a boundary value problem, the computational
time is smaller, because there are some trees whose branches may hit the
boundary, and hence are stopped before reaching the prescribed final time.
Then, the estimated computational time for a purely initial value problem can
be used as an upper bound for the corresponding boundary value problem.

If tc is the time spent per iteration, such computational time can be estimated
as ktc t/∆ts. Here ∆ts is the average value of the time step, and was shown in
[5] (in the one-dimensional case) to be

∆ts =
1 − e−c∆t

c
, (15)

where ∆t denotes the time step chosen to solve numerically the associated
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stochastic differential equation in (3). In case of N random trees, the average
computational time, tb (b standing for “branching”), turns out to be

tb = N
∞
∑

k=1

k tc
t

∆ts
P (k), (16)

where P (k) is the probability of finding a random tree with k branches. Such
a probability was evaluated in [5] by first enumerating and then summing up
the various probabilities of having k branches in the final configuration, and
was given by

P (k) = (k − m + 1)!(m−1) 1

Ne!(m − 1)Ne
e−cT

[

1 − e−c(m−1)T
]Ne

, (17)

where Ne = (k−1)/(m−1), and the symbol r!(s) denotes the “multifactorial”,
or sth factorial, defined recursively as r!(s) = 1 if 0 ≤ r < s, r(r − s)!(s) if
n ≥ s.

When m = 2 or 3, estimates tb of practical use, asymptotically valid as T →
+∞, were obtained,

tb ≤ Ntc
T

∆ts
ecT , when m=2

tb ≤ Ntc
T

∆ts
e2cT when m=3. (18)

In the general case of m ∈ N, m > 3, it was obtained, approximately,

tb = O

(

Ntc
t

∆ts
exp

{

3m − 5

2
ct

}

)

. (19)

All this was obtained in [5] for the one-dimensional case, and can be trivially
generalized to the n-dimensional case. In fact, the computational time depends
on the total number of stochastic differential equations in (3), which increases
linearly with the number of space dimensions.

As it was mentioned before for the linear case, in order to evaluate (6) we
resort to numerical simulations of the Monte Carlo type, considering a finite
size sample, N . In practice, we replace the expected value with an arithmetic
mean, which is known to provide the best unbiased estimator to it [25]. The
error made in doing so is statistical in nature and of the order of N−1/2.
However, it turns out that when we evaluate numerically functionals of a
branching process, the fluctuations around the mean are often non-Gaussian
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Fig. 4. The behavior of the deviation function for a sample size N = 106, obtained
analyzing the simulated data when solving numerically Example B at the single
point x = (0, 0.5), and t = 0.5.

(see [19,38], e.g.). For this reason, a large deviation analysis was conducted to
assess the reliability of our numerical results. This has been done following the
numerical strategy put forth in [34] to analyze simulated data. The deviation
function estimated from the data obtained solving Example B of Sec. 5 at the
single point x = (0, 0.5) and t = 0.5, is depicted in Fig. 4. In the inset the
global behavior of the “deviation function” is shown for a full range of values,
while in the larger figure the plot is expanded around the mean value. Recall
that, from the theory of large deviations the probability distribution is known
to decay exponentially fast as P ≍ exp (−NI(x)), for values both larger or
smaller than the empirical mean, I(x) being the deviation function and N
the sample size. Here ≍ means logarithmic equivalence [34]. The sample size
required to attain a given statistical error can be estimated computing the
inverse of the deviation function evaluated at the point where the deviation
function departs from its minimum value, that is the expected mean value. For
the present case, to obtain the mean value with a statistical error of order 10−3

with high probability, N should be higher than 104. In fact, with N = 105,
the probability of obtaining a value larger than the empirical mean plus the
statistical error is already P ≈ 10−3. Therefore, choosing a sample size of order
106 in our numerical examples suffices to guarantee a reliable approximation.
Moreover, in some cases we were able to check the actual numerical error by a
direct comparison with the analytical solution, confirming that this size indeed
suffices in all our test problems.
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In Fig. 5, a comparison between the analytical results obtained in (18) and
the measured computational time is shown as function of the final time, t
in logarithmic scale (for the y-axis). Here the computational time, spent in
solving probabilistically the corresponding initial value problem for the non-
linear PDE in (8), at a single point x = 0, has been measured. Fig. 5 (a)
shows the results corresponding to the case with only α2 different from zero in
Eq. (8), and Fig. 5 (b) those corresponding to α3, that is a purely quadratic
and cubic nonlinearity, respectively. The initial condition was chosen to be
f(x) = exp(−x2/4σ)/

√
4πσ, with σ = 1. In all simulations below, the value

of σ was chosen in such a way that maxx∈Rn f(x) < 1. This is to guarantee
convergence of the expansion (9). Note that the computational time spent
by the probabilistic part of the algorithm for the two-dimensional problem is
almost twice the time spent for solving the one-dimensional problem. This is
in agreement with the theoretical considerations above, and confirms that, in
general, increasing the dimensionality of the problem merely affects the com-
putational time, in that the number of stochastic differential equations (3) to
be solved increase correspondingly.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the computational time spent in solving an initial value
problem for the nonlinear PDE in (8) at a single point (x = 0), and the estimated
computational time obtained theoretically from Eq. (18). This has been done in (a),
for a purely quadratic nonlinearity, and in (b), for a purely cubic nonlinearity. In
both cases the comparison has been done for one and two-dimensional problems.
Other parameters used are N = 106, and c = 1, ∆t = 10−2

3.2 Interpolation in space-time

Let assume that we have already computed the values of the sought solution at
some points on the interfaces x = xi, by the previous Monte Carlo approach.
These are the points (xi,yj, tk), where yj ∈ Ω0, for every fixed i, and very few
j’s and k’s. A number of numerical schemes can be adopted to interpolate in
the n−1 dimensional space Ω0. The simplest method of obtaining multivariate
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interpolation is to consider a univariate method and derive from it a multi-
variate method by tensor product. In practice, given n − 1 set of points, the
tensor product interpolation finds the corresponding interpolation coefficients
solving repeatedly univariate interpolation problems as described in [17]. For
the two-dimensional examples in Sec. 5, a tensor product interpolation based
on cubic splines was adopted [6]. Here the nodal points are uniformly dis-
tributed on Ω0, and a not-a-knot condition has been imposed, which means
imposing continuity of the third derivative at the boundary. When the number
of nodal points, n, is the same along each dimension, interpolating at a single
point (yj, tk) requires n+1 spline calculations to obtain the spline coefficients,
and then evaluating the spline value at n + 1 points. The computational cost
for calculating the spline coefficients is known to be of order O(n), while for
evaluating the spline value it is O(log n). The interpolation error when the in-
terpolating function is sufficiently smooth (C8 at least) is of order of O(h4+l4)
[36], where h and l are the widths of the interpolating grid in the y and t axes,
respectively.

In Fig. 6, the pointwise numerical error made when interpolating at the in-
terface (0, y, t) has been shown. The nodal points were obtained solving prob-
abilistically the two-dimensional KPP equation on the square domain Ω =
[−1, 1]×[−1, 1], with the initial condition u(x, y, 0) = [1+(exp (x − y))/2

√
3]−2,

and boundary conditions

u(x, y, t)|∂Ω =



1 + e

x−y√
2

− 5√
6

t

√
6





−2
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂Ω

. (20)

The error can be evaluated precisely since for this problem an analytical so-
lution is known, i.e.

u(x, y, t) =



1 + e

x−y√
2

− 5√
6

t

√
6





−2

. (21)

Note that the numerical error due to interpolation lie already below that
affecting the nodal points (marked on the Figure), which have been computed
probabilistically, and subject to the numerical error described in the previous
section.

3.3 Local solver

Once that continuous interfacial approximations of the solution have been ob-
tained upon interpolation on the previously computed nodes (by Monte Carlo),
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Fig. 6. Contour plot showing the pointwise numerical error obtained when interpo-
lating at the interface (0, y, t) using 8 nodal points along y, and t. Such points are
obtained solving probabilistically a Dirichlet boundary value problem for the KPP
equation in 2D. The parameters used are as in Fig. 5.

we can solve the original problem on each subdomain, Di, independently of
each other, since a full decoupling has been realized. Hence, the numerical
treatment on each subdomain can be accomplished by a local solver, which
can also be different from all the others. In the numerical examples below, we
used a solver based on the LU factorization.

4 Reducing the computational complexity of the probabilistic part

by pruning the trees

The high computational cost of the probabilistic part of the algorithm is clearly
displayed by the estimates in (18), characterized by terms growing exponen-
tially in time. Indeed, this is a serious problem especially when the final time,
t, is large, and no boundary conditions are prescribed. Clearly, the reason is
that generating branching processes with a large number of branches implies
a strong computational effort. However, in the following we show that such
an effort can be contained, mainly because the contribution of the branching
processes to the global solution becomes negligible quite soon, i.e., in gen-
eral, after only a low number of splitting events. For such a reason, a suitable
“pruning” of the trees can be accomplished, increasing dramatically in such
a way the performance of the overall algorithm. In the following we show in
practice how this works.

Eq. (9) shows that the solution u(x, t) can be obtained by summing up the
partial contributions in the configuration diagrams, consisting of random trees
with an arbitrary number of branches, say k. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be rewrit-
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ten as

u(x, t) =
∞
∑

k=1

1

ck−1
u(k)(x, t), (22)

where u(k)(x, t) = E[
∏k

i=1 f(xi)], see Eq. (9). It can be proved that

u(k)(x, t) ≤ P (k)
[

max
x∈Rn

f(x)
]k

. (23)

The proof for arbitrary values of m in Eq. (8) is rather cumbersome. Here, we
consider only the case with a purely quadratic nonlinearity, for the purpose of
illustration. From Eq. (9) follows

u(2)(x, t) =

t
∫

0

dS0 c e−cS0

+∞
∫

−∞

dx0 p(x, S0,x0, 0)

×


e−c(t−S0)

+∞
∫

−∞

dy1 f(y1) p(x0, t − S0,y1, 0)





2

. (24)

Here p is the Green’s function, satisfying

∂p

∂t
= Lp, x ∈ Ω, t > τ (25)

p(x, 0,y, τ) = δ(x − y)δ(τ), (26)

where L is the linear elliptic operator in (1). Changing S0 into S ′

0 := t − S0,
we obtain

u(2)(x, t) = e−ct

t
∫

0

dS ′

0 c e−c S′
0

+∞
∫

−∞

dx0 p(x, t − S ′

0,x0, 0) ξ2(x0, S
′

0), (27)

where ξ(x0, S
′

0) is given by

ξ(x0, S
′

0) =

+∞
∫

−∞

dy1 f(y1) p(x0, S
′

0,y1, 0). (28)

Note that ξ satisfies the Cauchy problem for the linear parabolic partial differ-
ential equation (1) with c = 0 and initial condition ξ(x0, 0) = f(x0). Therefore
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ξ(x0, S
′

0) ≤ maxx0∈Rn f(x0), and hence

u(2)(x, t) ≤ e−ct(1 − e−ct) η2, (29)

where η = maxx∈Rn f(x). Recall that, from Eq. (17), the probability of branch-
ing with k = 2 is precisely P (2) = e−ct(1 − e−ct), and hence

u(2)(x, t) ≤ P (2) η2. (30)

Let now describe the steps needed to evaluate the contribution to the global
solution of random trees with k = 3 branches. Obtaining a configuration dia-
gram with three branches requires generating five exponential random times,
Si, with i = 1, . . . , 4, such that

S0 < t, S1 > t − S0, t − S0 > S2 > S0,

S3 > t − S0 − S2, S4 > t − S0 − S2. (31)

It was shown in [5] that there are two configuration diagrams satisfying the
conditions above, and both of them contribute equally to the global solution.
In the following, we focus on one of them, the overall partial contribution
being then multiplied by two. From Eq. (9), we have

u(3)(x, t) = 2

t
∫

0

dS0 c e−cS0

+∞
∫

−∞

dx0 p(x, S0,x0, 0)

×e−c(t−S0)

+∞
∫

−∞

dy1 f(y1) p(x0, t − S0,y1, 0)

×
t−S0
∫

0

dS2 c e−cS2

+∞
∫

−∞

dx1 p(x1, S2,x0, 0)

×


e−c(t−S0−S2)

+∞
∫

−∞

dy2 f(y2) p(x1, t − S0 − S2,y2)





2

, (32)

Changing the variables S0 and S2 into S ′

0 = t − S0 and S ′

2 = t − S0 − S2,
respectively, we get

u(3)(x, t) = 2e−ct

t
∫

0

dS ′

0 c e−cS′
0

+∞
∫

−∞

dx0 p(x, t − S ′

0,x0, 0) ξ(x0, S
′

0)

×
S′

0
∫

0

dS ′

2 c e−cS′
2

+∞
∫

−∞

dx1 p(x0, S
′

0 − S ′

2,x1, 0) ξ2(x1, S
′

2). (33)
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Using Eq. (27), such equation can be rewritten in terms of u(2) as

u(3)(x, t) = 2e−ct

t
∫

0

dS ′

0 c

+∞
∫

−∞

dx0 p(x, t − S ′

0,x0, 0) ξ(x0, S
′

0)u
(2)(x0, S

′

0).(34)

As in the case of two branches, we have ξ(x1, S
′

2) ≤ maxx1∈Rn f(x1). It then
follows from Eq. (30) that

u(3)(x, t) ≤ 2η3e−ct

t
∫

0

dS ′

0 c e−cS′
0(1 − e−cS′

0) = e−ct (1 − e−ct)2 η3. (35)

Since the probability of finding three branches is P (3) = e−ct (1 − e−ct)2, we
can conclude that u(3) ≤ P (3) η3. By simply repeating this procedure, used to
obtain u(3) in terms of u(2), a general expression can be readily derived for the
partial contribution of k + 1 branches, u(k+1), as a function of u(k), and the
result is

u(k+1) = k e−ct

t
∫

0

dS ′

0

+∞
∫

−∞

dx0 p(x, t − S ′

0,x0, 0) ξ(x0, S
′

0)u
(k)(x0, S

′

0). (36)

The general estimate in (23) now follows induction. In fact, assuming that
u(k) ≤ P (k)ηk, we derive from Eq. (36)

u(k+1) ≤ k ηk+1 e−ct

t
∫

0

dS ′

0 c e−cS′
0(1 − e−cS′

0)k−1 = ηk+1e−ct(1 − e−ct)k. (37)

Therefore, u(k+1) ≤ ηk+1P (k + 1), as it had to be proved.

In Fig. 7, the partial contributions, u(k)(0, t), obtained solving numerically the
KPP equation in 1D and 2D at a single point (x = 0), by means of random
trees, are shown. This has been done for two different values of the final time,
t. Moreover, the results of the numerical simulations are compared with the
theoretical estimates of the partial contributions as given in (23). Note that
the results of the numerical simulations lie always below the theoretical values,
which fact proves that the estimates actually are overestimates as expected.

It is remarkable that the partial contributions to the global solution decay
very rapidly as the number of branches increases. Therefore, we expect that
truncating the expansion in (22) to only a certain number of branches, might
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Fig. 7. Partial contributions to the global solution of the KPP equation (a) in 1D,
and (b) in 2D, as a function of the number of branches. This has been done for the
initial condition f(x) = exp(−x2/4σ)/

√
4πσ, for two different values of the final

time, t = 1 and t = 3. The other parameters are N = 106, c = 1, and σ = 1.

not affect appreciably the result. Such truncation can be seen as “a pruning” of
the full random tree, which amounts to keep only few trees possessing a certain
number of branches. Such a procedure has been used in literature before,
but mainly to expand the set of initial conditions for which a probabilistic
representation can be found (see [13], e.g.). Performing such a pruning, the
additional truncation error

ε :=
∞
∑

k=kmax+1

u(k), (38)

appears, kmax denoting the maximum number of branches taken into account
in expansion (22). Such an error can be bounded from above. This follows
from Eq. (23) and we obtain

ε ≤
∞
∑

k=kmax+1

P (k) ηk, (39)

and being η < 1, then it holds that

ε ≤ ηkmax+1
∞
∑

k=kmax+1

P (k). (40)

When the nonlinearity is purely quadratic, replacing P (k) with the corre-
sponding analytic form of the probability in Eq. (17), the series above can be
worked out, yielding

ε ≤ ηkmax+1(1 − e−ct)kmax . (41)
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In Fig. 8, the numerical error obtained solving an initial value problem for
the KPP equation in 1D is shown as a function of kmax. We chose the initial

condition f(x) = exp(−x2/4σ)/
√

(4πσ) with σ = 0.1. Since an analytical
solution for the corresponding problem is not known, we compared it with the
numerical solution obtained by a finite difference implicit method with a very
fine space-time grid.
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Fig. 8. Truncation error, ε, obtained solving an initial value problem for the
KPP equation in 1D at x = 0 and t = 2, as a function of the maxi-
mum number of branches, kmax, taken into account. The initial condition was
f(x) = exp(−x2/4σ)/

√
4πσ with σ = 0.1. The other parameters are as in Fig.

7.

Let consider a time step ∆t sufficiently small to guarantee that the error due to
the discretization of Eq. (3) is smaller than the statistical error, εstat. It turns
out that εstat is the dominant error in the numerical probabilistic evaluation of
u(x, t) by means of (22). This suggests that for any given sample size, should
be possible to choose a (finite) value of kmax such that the truncation error
ε lie well below εstat, and hence undetectable, in practice, in the numerical
results. In other words, this means that the contribution to the solution of
random trees with a number of branches k larger than kmax is negligible.

For the case of the KPP equation in n dimensions, with the initial condition

f(x) = exp(−x2/4σ)/
√

(4πσ), the right-hand side of Eq. (41) can be worked
out analytically, and kmax can be obtained as a function of εstat. We have

kmax =
log εstat + 1

2
log (4πσ)

log (1 − e−ct) − 1
2
log (4πσ)

. (42)

For the parameters chosen to provide the results plotted in Fig. 8, kmax can
be computed, and it turns out to be approximately equal to 6. Note that the
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truncation error ε plotted in Fig. 8 becomes smaller than the statistical error
(which is of order of 10−3 for the parameter values chosen) as kmax becomes
larger than 6.

Clearly, pruning the trees is important since it allows to reduce appreciably
the CPU time required to compute the solution probabilistically. In fact, as is
shown in Fig. 9, in doing so the computational time becomes nearly constant
after long times. The computational time required to solve probabilistically
the KPP equation in 1D and 2D at a single point was measured as a function
of the final time, pruning the trees with kmax = 24 and kmax = 30, respectively.

The explanation of such a behavior is that random trees whose total number of
branches exceeds kmax in the simulations can be suddenly cut without affecting
the results. In practice, they contribute to the computational time as they were
trees having only kmax branches. Therefore, the computational time spent for
long final times can be estimated as

tb ≈ kmax tc
∞
∑

k=kmax+1

P (k) = kmax tc (1 − e−ct)kmax . (43)

Note that when t → +∞, tb → kmaxtc. This agrees with what can be observed
in Fig. 9. In fact, the ratio between the asymptotic values of the computational
times for the two values of kmax chosen above coincides approximately with
the theoretically expected value, 30/24 (= 1.25). Note that the results do not
depend on the dimension, as was expected.
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Fig. 9. Computational time as a function of the final time spent to solve numerically
the KPP equation in: (a) 1D, and (b) 2D at a single point, x = 0. Here pruned
random trees, with kmax = 24 and kmax = 30, have been generated. The parameters
used are as in Fig. 7
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5 Numerical examples

In this section, we present some numerical examples for the two-dimensional
case, on the square Ω = [−L,L] × [−L,L], to illustrate the probabilistically
induced domain decomposition (PDD) algorithm described in the previous
sections. All simulations were carried out on the MareNostrum Supercomputer
of the Barcelona Supercomputing Center, using up to 1,024 processors.

5.1 Computer science-related issues

In order to assess the performance of our method, a comparison was made
solving the same problem by some other (classical) numerical schemes. The
space-time domain as well as the subdomains in our decomposition being sim-
ple, we used the Crank-Nicolson (implicit) finite difference method. On the
various uncoupled subdomains obtained by the PDD algorithm we used LA-
PACK, while the full domain solution was computed by ScaLAPACK, which
is considered extremely efficient for the parallel solution of banded linear sys-
tems. In fact, the resulting matrix A associated to the linear algebraic problem
to be solved is banded, with a bandwidth BW , say.

In the following, we keep fixed the space discretization of the two-dimensional
finite difference computational mesh, choosing an equal number of compu-
tational nodes in both dimensions, that is Nx = Ny = N . Note that the
bandwidth of the matrix A is N , being A ∈ R

N2
×N2

. The memory consump-
tion and the computational cost of both methods, the PDD and ScaLAPACK,
can be estimated as a function of the number of processors, p. ScaLAPACK
requires storing the full matrix in a block-column distribution format among
the p processors [12]. When the matrix is not diagonally dominant, the LU
factorization may be numerically unstable, and a partial pivoting with elimina-
tion might be necessary. In practice, this may require an additional storage to
prevent a fill-in. Furthermore, reordering is often used to increase parallelism
in the factorization. In [7,8], the local memory needed per processor, Mp, has
been estimated, and shown to decrease proportionally to p, more precisely as

MpScaLAPACK
=

N2

p
(4 BW + 1). (44)

The bandwidth is not affected by the number of processors involved, and for
such a computational mesh it turns out to be always BW = N . Then, it
follows

MpScaLAPACK
= 4

N3

p
+

N2

p
. (45)
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The computational cost of ScaLAPACK for solving the full banded linear
system, CScaLAPACK , was also estimated theoretically in [7,8]. For our purpose,
the upper-half bandwidth, ku, and lower-half bandwidth, kl, are equal, kl =
ku = BW . It follows that

CScaLAPACK ≈
(

4(2N)2 + 6(2N)
) N

p
+

(

23

3
(2N)3 + 12(2N)2

)

⌊log2 p⌋

+ tcomm + 4
N3

p
+ 2

N2

p

=
16N3 + 12N2

p
+

(

184

3
N3 + 48N2

)

⌊log2 p⌋

+ tcomm + 4
N3

p
+ 2

N2

p
,

see [7,8]. Here tcomm represents the interprocessor communication cost, tcomm ≈
O(N2⌊log2 p⌋), which is due to the cyclic reduction that permits pivoting
[22,9]. The last two terms are due to the computational time spent evaluating
the coefficients of the matrix and the right-hand side, respectively. Note that
the appearance of an intercommunication overhead may degrade the perfor-
mance of the algorithm when the number of processors involved increases.

As for the PDD method, once the solution has been computed on the inter-
faces, the full domain can be split into p subdomains, and assigned to different
processors. Therefore, each processor can be devoted only to the solution of
its local linear system, whose banded associated matrix is smaller. In fact, the
memory consumption per processor, including an extra fill-in space, will be
considerably reduced. With LAPACK as local solver, the resources have been
estimated theoretically [7,8], and amount to

MpPDD
=

N2

p
3BW. (46)

Since the subdomains are now fully independent of each other, the bandwidth
corresponds to the local matrix on each subdomain (assumed to be all identi-
cal, for simplicity), hence N/p. Therefore,

MpPDD
= 3

N3

p2
. (47)

Note that, with a large number of processors, this is significantly smaller that
obtained for ScaLAPACK, and the relative advantage increases linearly with
p, being

MpPDD

MpScaLAPACK

=
3N

4N + 1

1

p
.
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The local solver for the PDD method, being based on LAPACK for solv-
ing banded linear system, consists of the LU factorization followed by a for-
ward/backward substitution. The computational cost is known to be of order
of N2BW 2 for the LU factorization, and N2BW for the forward/backward
substitution, N2 being the size of the square matrix and BW = N/p. Hence,
with the local solver LAPACK, the computational cost of the local solver of
the PDD can be readily estimated,

CPDD ≈ αopt(4BW + 1) BW
N2

p
+ 3

N3

p2
+

N2

p

=
N2

p

(

4αopt
N2

p2
+ (αopt + 3)

N

p
+ 1

)

(48)

see [7,8]. The last two terms are again related to the computational time
spent to compute the matrix coefficients and the right-hand side, respectively.
Here the parameter αopt < 1 was introduced to account for the computational
advantages gained when handling an optimized LAPACK library, after tuning
conveniently the BLAS library for the specific hardware platform used.

In view of such results, it is worth pointing out some important differences in
terms of memory consumption for both methods. In fact, while in ScaLAPACK
the memory consumption decreases as p−1, for the PDD it is proportional to
p−2. In practice, this allows the PDD algorithm to exploit at best the available
computational resources, being capable to handle problems whose size can be
much higher than ScaLAPACK can afford.

As for the computational cost, the PDD algorithm performs much better than
ScaLAPACK. In fact, when N >> p, the computational cost of the PDD
method decreases as p−3 for large p, while that of ScaLAPACK decreases only
as p−1.

Due to the strong limitations of ScaLAPACK in terms of memory consump-
tion, it is difficult to chose a convenient experimental range of values for an
arbitrary number of processors, suitable to compare the scalability properties
of both methods, when both are performing at best of theirs capabilities. In-
deed, the optimal computational workloads for ScaLAPACK are in general
rather modest compared to the PDD high performance, being in all cases
severely underused.

To this purpose, we tried first to adjust carefully the parameter values to deal
with the limitations imposed by ScaLAPACK. However, it happens that for
this case the total computational workload is too low for the local solver of
the PDD. The overall computational time is basically due to the probabilistic
part of the algorithm (the Monte Carlo computations), which turns out to be
independent of the number of processors, p. The reason should be found in the
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way the PDD algorithm is implemented in practice on a parallel computer.
We assigned the task of computing each set of interfacial values to a different
processor. When the number of processors is sufficiently large, assigning these
independent tasks to different processors can be done in a one-to-one map-
ping, leaving only one processor idle in such a mapping (in fact, the number
of interfaces turns out to be equal to the number of processors minus one).
Moreover, the size of the local linear algebraic problem corresponding to each
subdomain is reduced considerably, making the computational time spent by
the local solver negligible compared to the time spent by the Monte Carlo and
the interpolation parts of the algorithm. Therefore, the overall computational
time of the algorithm tends to remain constant when the number of processors
is sufficiently large. That time is however by far much smaller than the best
time ever achieved by ScaLAPACK.

5.2 Numerical test problems

In this subsection we consider two numerical test problems.

Example A. In Table 1, we compared the results obtained by the PDD
method and by ScaLAPACK, solving a Dirichlet boundary-value problem for
the KPP equation in 2D. The problem is given by

∂u

∂t
=

∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2
− u + u2, in Ω = [−L,L] × [−L,L], t > 0, (49)

with boundary- and initial-conditions

u(x, y, t)|∂Ω = g(x, y, t)∂Ω|∂Ω
, u(x, y, 0) =

(

1 + e
x−y

2
√

3

)

−2

, (50)

g(x, y, t) being the known analytical solution to this problem,

g(x, y, t) =



1 + e

x−y√
2

− 5√
6

t

√
6





−2

. (51)

The parameters chosen for the local solver were: ∆x = ∆y = 2.5 × 10−4,
L = 0.5 for the space domain, and ∆t = 10−3 for the time domain. The
solution u(x, y, t) was computed at the final time t = 0.5. The time step used
solving Eq. (3) was ∆t = 10−2.

The third column (ScaLAPACK) in Table 1 shows the overall computational
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Table 1
Comparing the computational times spent by PDD and Scalapack in Example A.

PDD ScaLAPACK
Number of processors

TMC TINTERP TTOTAL TTOTAL

64 2’ 17” <1” 3’ 37” -

128 2’ 18” <1” 2’ 23” 7510’ 20”

256 2’ 18” <1” 2’ 18” 5223’ 41”

time (in seconds) spent by ScaLAPACK using p = 64, 128, and 256 processors.
The corresponding total time spent by the PDD algorithm is shown in the
second column, being also displayed here the computational time required
by the Monte Carlo part of the algorithm (TMC) and the interpolation part
(TINTERP ). Recall that the overall computational time is simply the sum of the
time spent by the three parts of the algorithm, that is the Monte Carlo part,
the interpolation part, and the local solver. The two methods were compared
correspondingly to the same maximum error, 10−3. With both algorithms the
CPU time decreases as p increases, and this trend is more dramatic in the
PDD algorithm. Note that for a large number of processors, the CPU time
for the PDD algorithm tends to stabilize as was explained before. Clearly, the
PDD outperforms ScaLAPACK, the differences being absolutely striking.

In Fig. 10, contour plots for the pointwise numerical error made solving the
problem of Example A, by both, PDD (a), and ScaLAPACK (b) are shown.
Since the LU decomposition implemented in LAPACK is not suited to be
parallelized, a reordering with additional permutations on the input matrix
is done in ScaLAPACK, aiming to extract concurrency from the algorithm.
Therefore, in practice, ScaLAPACK requires more internal operations to solve
the full problem than LAPACK does. As a consequence, the expected final nu-
merical error simply due to the propagation of roundoff errors in the algorithm
may be higher than that obtained using LAPACK. This may explain what can
be observed in Fig. 10.

The previous results were obtained aiming to compare the performance of the
PDD algorithm with that of another (freely available) method. This was done
adjusting the size of the domain making it suitable for the classical method.
This approach prevented, however, to exploit at best the PDD algorithm. In
the following, we show some results obtained only using the PDD algorithm,
because ScaLAPACK was unable to conduct the same task with the available
computational resources.

Table 2 refers to the problem of Example A and shows the computational time
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Fig. 10. Pointwise numerical error for the solution to the problem of Example A, at
t = 0.5 in: (a) the PDD algorithm, and (b) ScaLAPACK.

spent by the PDD algorithm when runned with 128, 256, and 512 processors.
This has been done keeping fixed the space domain, choosing now L = 1.

It is worth observing that the computational time spent by the interpolation
part is negligeable compared to the time spent by the probabilistic and the
local solver part.

Example B. Consider now the more general problem

∂u

∂t
= (1 + x2)

∂2u

∂x2
+ (1 + y3)

∂2u

∂y2

+(sin x ey + 2)
∂u

∂x
+ (sin x cos y + 2)

∂u

∂y
− u +

1

2
u2 +

1

2
u3,
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Table 2
Computational time spent by the PDD algorithm in Example A.

PDD
Number of processors

TMC TINTERP TTOTAL

128 4’ 53” <1” 214’ 17”

256 5’ 00” <1” 54’ 11”

512 4’ 55” <1” 15’ 58”

in Ω = [−L,L] × [−L,L], t > 0, (52)

with L = 1 and boundary- and initial-conditions

u(x, y, t)|∂Ω = 0, u(x, y, 0) = cos2
(

πx

2L

)

cos2
(

πy

2L

)

. (53)

No analytical solution is known for this problem, hence the numerical error
made was controlled comparing the solution obtained with the PDD method
with that given by a finite difference method with a very fine space-time mesh.

In Table 3 results similar to those of the Example A are shown, but now we
used up to 1,024 processors. For this problem, the computational time spent by
the probabilistic part is less than that spent in the previous case. The larger
values of the diffusion coefficient allows now the random trees to reach the
boundary faster than before. Therefore, the most part of the computational
time is spent by the local solver, where the parallelization features of the
algorithm can be exploited at best, the problem being fully uncoupled, at
this point. Even though the problem of Example B is more complex than
that of Example A, the PDD method behaves similarly, showing the excellent
scalability properties of the algorithm for arbitrarily many processors.

Note that the algorithm scales according to a factor approximately equal to
4, when doubling the number of processors. However, a factor from 8 should
be expected from (48), since N/p >> 1. An explanation of this fact could be
found in the size of the problem (hence in the computational load), which is
not sufficiently large, and because the optimized LAPACK is speeding up con-
siderably the LU factorization. Therefore, the dominant asymptotic behavior
is governed, rather, by the second term in (48). To confirm that this is the
case, new simulations for a larger computational load would be needed, such
that now N/p >> 1/αopt. The required computational resources, in terms
of memory, however, largely exceed the available memory (the limits of the
computational resources have already being reached). We can circumvent this
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problem increasing the bandwidth of the associated matrix, keeping almost
constant the computational load. This can be done merely considering a rec-
tangular domain, Ω = [−Lx, Lx] × [−Ly, Ly], with Lx 6= Ly. In Table 4, the
results corresponding to such a rectangular domain are shown. We used the
parameters: Lx = 204.8, Ly = 0.125, ∆x = ∆y = 5 × 10−3, and ∆t = 10−3.
Note that the scaling factor has changed significantly, reaching even the value
5, when passing from 128 to 256 processors. Increasing further the number of
processors, implies reducing the scaling factor. This is in good agreement with
the theoretical estimates in (48), since, asymptotically, the dominant term
changes accordingly to the number of processors involved as well.

Table 3
Computational time spent by the PDD algorithm in Example B.

PDD
Number of processors

TMC TINTERP TTOTAL

128 1’ 05” <1” 209’ 44”

256 1’ 05” <1” 53’ 10”

512 1’ 06” <1” 12’ 13”

1024 1’ 08” <1” 3’ 59”

Table 4
Computational time spent by the PDD algorithm in Example B for a rectangular
domain.

PDD
N. CPUs

TBBM TINTERP TTOTAL

128 1’ 07” <1” 903’ 55”

256 1’ 09” <1” 177’ 46”

512 1’ 11” <1” 43’ 21”

1024 1’ 12” <1” 12’ 28”

6 Summary

A new hybrid parallel numerical algorithm for solving nonlinear parabolic
partial differential equations in any space dimension has been investigated,
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capable of exploiting the best features of two strategies: domain decomposi-
tion method, and the Monte Carlo method. A domain decomposition approach
has been used to split the given space-time domain into as many subdomains
as available processors. The solutions on the interfaces separating the sub-
domains, being unknown, are computed by interpolating on the nodal points
where the solution is obtained probabilistically. This probabilistic computa-
tion consists of evaluating averages on suitably-generated random trees, which
play a role similar to that of random paths in linear problems. In contrast to
the classical deterministic method for solving partial differential equations, the
probabilistic approach allows to compute the solution at single points inter-
nal to the domain, without the need for first generating a computational grid
and solving the full problem. This fact is of paramount importance because,
once the solution on the interfaces has been computed, the tasks of evaluat-
ing the solutions inside each subdomains turn out to be totally independent
of one another, and thus can be assigned to an arbitrary number of proces-
sors without any intercommunication overhead. In principle, a drawback of
the algorithm is the computational time spent in computing the solution at
the nodal points by averaging over suitable random trees. Over large time
intervals, the computational time spent for the probabilistic part of the algo-
rithm becomes prohibitive, due to the appearance of random trees with large
numbers of branches. However, in this paper it has been proved theoretically,
and confirmed by numerical simulations, that the trees in question can be
”pruned” in a suitable way, without appreciably losing accuracy. This strategy
speeds up the the probabilistic part considerably. Some numerical examples
have been provided here, which show the excellent scalability properties of the
PDD algorithm in large-scale simulations, using up to 1,024 processors on a
high performance supercomputer. The performance of the PDD algorithm has
been compared with that of other efficient, freely-available parallel algorithms,
showing a striking difference.
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